Abstract Video-on-demand (VoD) services have become popular on the Internet in recent years. In VoD, it is challenging to support the VCR functionality, especially the jumps, while maintaining a smooth streaming quality. Previous studies propose to solve this problem by predicting the jump target locations and prefetching the contents. However, through our analysis on traces from a real-world VoD service, we find that it would be fundamentally difficult to improve a viewer's VCR experience by simply predicting his future jumps, while ignoring the intentions behind these jumps.
Instead of the prediction-based approach, in this paper, we seek to support the VCR functionality by bookmarking the videos. There are two key techniques in our proposed methodology. First, we infer and differentiate viewers' intentions in VCR jumps by decomposing the interseek times, using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, and combine the decomposed inter-seek times with the VCR jumps to compute a numerical interest score for each video segment. Second, based on the interest scores, we propose an automated video bookmarking algorithm. The algorithm employs the time-series change detection techniques of CUSUM and MB-GT, and bookmarks videos by detecting the abrupt changes on their interest score sequences. We evaluate our proposed techniques using real-world VoD traces from dozens of videos. Experimental results suggest that with our methods, viewers' interests within a video can be precisely extracted, and we can position bookmarks on the video's
Introduction
In recent years, Video-on-demand (VoD) services have become very popular on the Internet. In such a service, ondemand video streams are delivered to viewers either through a dedicated content delivery network (CDN) (e.g., YouTube and Netflix) or using a peer-to-peer (P2P) network (e.g., PPTV). With the prevalence of the services, users are expecting better interactive experiences, which are usually referred to as the VCR functionality. In a VCR-enabled VoD service, users are free to pause/resume the playback, skip forward and backward, and jump to any arbitrary positions. Unfortunately, for both CDN and P2P-assisted VoD systems, it is not easy to support the VCR functionality in a large scale, as in these systems, the video seeking delay, which is the time lag from a viewer issuing a VCR jump request to the rendering of the requested content is usually several orders of magnitude longer than the delay that a viewer would tolerate without suffering a noticeable streaming quality degradation.
A number of previous studies propose to support the VCR functionality by predicting a viewer's VCR jumps, and prefetching the contents that the viewer is predicted to jump to, under the context of a P2P network. Usually, viewers' "VCR patterns" [1] , or an "interest maps" among different video parts [2, 3] , are constructed by mining their historical VCR behaviors. One implicit assumption behind the prediction-based approaches is that a viewer would jump from one position where he has a low viewing interest, to another position where he has high interest, thus by accurately predicting the jumps, the viewer's quality of VCR experience will be improved.
Another approach for supporting the VCR functionality is to bookmark the video, that is, to position a number of bookmarks that label interesting events, or highlights, on the video. In a bookmark-assisted VoD service, a viewer could choose to directly jump to a bookmark, and the client could prefetch all the bookmarked contents in advance for reducing the seeking delay. A recent study [4] reported that when accurately positioned bookmarks are available, viewers' VCR experiences can be improved considerably.
Many highlight event detection and summarization techniques have been proposed for video bookmarking in recent years (e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). However, these methods are generally based on analyzing semantic features of the video contents, such as the key frames, motions, replays, textures, etc. As a result, the developed techniques are not generic, but work with only certain specific video types, like sport videos. On the other hand, in large-scaled VoD services providing various types of videos, such as Youku 1) , the largest Internet VoD site in China, bookmarks have to be positioned manually. In this paper, we refer to the VCR jumps that follow bookmarks as the guided jumps, and refer to the ones without the assistance of any bookmarks as the unguided jumps.
In this work, we seek to support the VCR functionality in VoD services by bookmarking the videos. We first show that it is fundamentally difficult to improve a viewer's VCR experience by simply predicting his unguided jumps, while ignoring the intentions behind these jumps. Instead, we infer and differentiate viewers' intentions behind their video jumps based on the inter-seek time, i.e., the duration between two consecutive jumps. We then extract viewers' interest levels for video segments. We further propose an algorithm that detects the abrupt changes on the interest levels within a video for automatically positioning bookmarks. The detailed contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We investigate viewers' unguided VCR jumps from traces of a real-world VoD service, and find that they have different intentions when making VCR jumps. We observe that 60 ∼ 80% of the unguided jumps do not lead to attractive contents, and it is very common for a viewer to make consecutive jumps with very short inter-seek times. Our observation suggests that it would be fundamentally difficult to improve a viewer's VCR experience by simply predicting his future unguided jumps without understanding the intentions behind.
• We propose to differentiate viewers' intentions behind their VCR jumps by decomposing the inter-seek times, using an expectation-maximization algorithm [10] . We then use viewers' intentions of the unguided VCR jumps to compute a score for measuring the interest level held by the viewers on each video segment. We show that with the scores, viewers' interests within a video could be accurately extracted.
• We design an algorithm for automatically positioning bookmarks on a video by detecting the abrupt changes on the video's segment interest score sequence. The algorithm employs the time-series change detection techniques of CUSUM [11] and MB-GT [12] .
• We apply our proposed method on various types of videos, and find that it is able to position the bookmarks on a video's highlight events with high accuracies, thus effectively improves the viewers' VCR experiences.
Compared with the previous studies, our proposed video bookmarking methodology exploits viewers' VCR behaviors that are already recorded in most existing VoD systems. The method is independent of the video type, and works well without any knowledge on the video's contents and semantics. The paper is organized as the following: in Section 2, we introduce the VoD traces used in this work; in Section 3, we characterize the unguided VCR jumps; Section 4 presents our proposed technique for extracting viewers' interests, and we describe the video bookmarking algorithm in Section 5; we evaluate the proposed video bookmarking methodology in Section 6; Section 7 discusses the related work and we conclude this paper in Section 8.
VoD traces under study
In this section, we introduce the VoD traces that we use in this work. Our study is based on the log files collected from a campus-wide VoD platform that provides streaming services of over 17 000 videos in our university 2) . The VoD platform is built upon the Microsoft's window media services (WMS) system, and in WMS, when a viewer requests a video, or when he initiates a VCR jump, WMS writes an entry in its log file, recording the information such as the video's URL, client ID, etc. By analyzing these records, we can track the viewer's behaviors. In particular, for each VCR jump, we can collect the information on its starting and destination positions, as well as the inter-seek time, which is the duration of the video content rendered by the viewer's player before his next jump. The VoD traces we study in this work were collected from March 11, 2009 to April 26, 2012. The traces contain 1 702 511 VoD sessions and a total number of 22 581 465 VCR jumps. One good feature of the campus VoD traces is that as the system is built upon WMS that doesn't support bookmarks, all the VCR jumps are unguided. Moreover, as the service is restricted within a high-speed campus network, we can assume that a viewer's VCR jump is mostly driven by his view interest, rather than by the playback performances (e.g., buffering delay, jitter, etc.) that is influenced by network conditions during the VoD sessions.
Instead of focusing on one video or one video type, in this work we study a wide range of videos from various types. In particular, we select five videos representing different types from the campus VoD traces, and carry out most of our analysis and evaluations on them. The selected videos are listed in Table 1 . Among the five videos, two are the CCTV Chinese New Year galas in 2009 and 2010 (referred to as Gala09 and Gala10), two are soccer games (referred to as Soc09 and Soc10), and one is a documentary TV program with five commercials inserted (referred to as Doc).
The reason that we select the five videos in our study is that the videos have attracted many viewers thus have rich sets of VCR records; more importantly, all the five videos have the ground-truth highlight events (that is, their highlight events can be identified with explicit criteria), which enables us to perform an objective evaluation on different bookmarking methodologies. For example, for the gala type videos of Gala09 and Gala10, which are composed of a series of programs, their highlight events 3) are the programs that are most enjoyed by the viewers, and bookmarks should be positioned at beginnings of these programs; for the soccer games of Soc09 and Soc10, goals can be considered as their highlight events; finally, for the documentary video of Doc, although no obvious highlights exist, however, as we can see in Section 4, viewers apparently lack interests in the five commercials that are inserted in the program, therefore we may consider all the contents between two commercials as a highlight event, and a bookmark should be positioned at the end of each commercial. From Table 1 , we can see that the five videos under study have totally different contents and semantics in their highlight events, and we seek to develop techniques for detecting all of them. Besides the five videos, we also employ the videos that have no ground-truth highlights (e.g., movies and TV dramas) to evaluate our proposed bookmarking methodology in Section 6.
Characterizing unguided VCR jumps
In this section, we study viewers' unguided VCR jumps, and show that they have different intentions in making these jumps. For simplicity, we assume that videos are sequentially divided into segments, each of which has playback time of one second.
Recent studies ( [1] [2] [3] 13] ) seek to improve a viewer's quality of VCR experience by predicting the destinations of his VCR jumps and prefetching the contents at the predicted positions, based on the assumption that a viewer would jump to the positions that are more interesting. Thus, we first study the VCR jump destinations. We select two videos, Gala09 and Doc, and present the frequencies of the segments chosen as the seeking destinations in Fig. 1 . From the figure, one can see that the entire distribution is noise-like with some peaks. For the video of Gala09 in the top figure, one obvious peak is around the 12 500th second, which corresponds to the 3) Strictly, a highlight event has its start and end boundaries, however for bookmarking, only the start position is useful. In this work, we also refer to the start position of a highlight event as a highlight for simplicity.
most popular program in the gala, suggesting that viewers are more likely to jump to the part that is attractive. However, the other popular programs in the gala are less obvious, due to the noisy nature of the unguided VCR jumps. For the video of Doc in the bottom figure, five obvious peaks can be observed. However, we find that these peaks are indeed corresponding to the five commercials inserted into the video, and viewers make many VCR jumps around these peaks precisely for skipping the commercials that they are not interested in.
From the two examples, we can see that viewers have different intentions in making VCR jumps: a viewer could make a VCR jump either to look for an interesting content, or for skipping a boring part. As a viewer would make a VCR jump either for interest or for lack of interest, we then try to differentiate the two types of jumps. For each VCR jump, we compare the inter-seek time till the next jump with a threshold τ: if the inter-seek time is longer than τ, we refer to the corresponding jump as a satisfactory jump, as the viewer is satisfied with the content after the jump and does not make further jumps within τ; otherwise, we refer to the jump as an unsatisfactory jump. Table 2 lists the numbers and percentages of the two types of jumps, as well as the τ values for the five videos. From the table, we can see that there are much more unsatisfactory jumps than satisfactory ones. Moreover, we find that it is very common for viewers to make consecutive unsatisfactory jumps; in fact, the mean consecutive unsatisfactory jumps in the five videos of Gala09, Gala10, Soc09, Soc10, and Doc are 5.01, 6.12, 4.31, 3.86, and 4.06, respectively. Note that here we only employ a naive threshold for differentiating the jumps, in Section 4, we will explain how we choose the τ values for different videos, using a probabilistic approach based on expectation maximization.
In summary, our observations on the seeking frequencies and inter-seek times of the unguided VCR jumps suggest that the statistical mapping between the starting and destination positions of the jumps does not necessarily correspond to viewers' "interest map", and it would be fundamentally difficult to improve a viewer's quality of VCR experience without understanding his intentions when making these jumps. 
Extracting viewer interests
In this section, we seek to extract viewers' interests within a video from their VCR jumping behaviors. We first differentiate viewers' intentions in their VCR jumps by decomposing the inter-seek times, using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [10] . Then we combine the decomposed inter-seek times with the VCR jumps to compute their interest levels on the video segments.
Decomposing inter-seek times

Inter-seek time analysis
To study the inter-seek times in VoD services, in Fig. 2 we present the empirical distribution of the aggregated inter-seek times from VoD sessions of all videos in the campus VoD traces, as well as the distribution from the five videos in Table 1 under the log-log scale. From the figure, one can see that the distributions are heavily skewed. For instance, the mean and median inter-seek times from all videos are 110.8 and 8.0 seconds, respectively, suggesting that most of the inter-seek times are very short. Furthermore, by carefully studying the figure, we find that the distribution curve after 5 seconds, which cover from median to long inter-seek times, actually Table 1 and from all videos decays slower than power-law distribution. The observation suggests that it would be impropriate to model the inter-seek times using a single power-law distribution, like lognormal [4] or Weibull [14] as suggested in previous studies.
Decomposing inter-seek time with EM
Motivated by the observation, we seek to model the empirical inter-seek times with a mixture of two lognormal distributions, using an EM algorithm [10] . Specifically, for an observed inter-seek time x, we consider that it is drawn from one of the two lognormal distributions, where the jth ( j = 1, 2) distribution has a probability density function (pdf) as
, and the probability that the inter-seek time x is drawn from Lg j is θ j , with
To fit the empirical data, our objective is to find the parameters Θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ), M = (μ 1 , μ 2 ), and Σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 ), so that for all the recorded inter-seek times, {x
is maximized. Instead of directly solving the problem, we consider the problem of finding the optimal mixture of two Gaussian distributions with parameters of Θ, M, and Σ, so as to best fit the samples {y (1) , y (2) , . . . , y (N) }, with y (k) = log x (k) . This problem can be solved with an EM algorithm as suggested in [10] . More specifically, the algorithm works in rounds: for each round, the log-likelihood is computed using the current values of Θ, M, and Σ, and the algorithm updates these parameters as:
where ω
, using the values of Θ, M, and Σ in the previous round. After the algorithm stops with convergence, the optimal values for Θ, M, and Σ can be obtained.
Evaluation and interpretation
We apply the EM algorithm above described to the five selected videos. For each video, two lognormal distributions, as well as the parameters Θ, M, and Σ, are obtained. Table 3 lists the decomposition results. For each video, we can see that the inter-seek times from one distribution are much longer than the other. Since longer inter-seek intervals suggest that viewers have higher interest levels in viewing the content [15] , we therefore refer to the corresponding distribution Lg 1 as the interested inter-seek time distribution, and refer to the other lognormal Lg 2 , producing much shorter inter-seek times, as the non-interested distribution. We plot the empirical inter-seek time distributions from the five videos and the corresponding mixtures of the two lognormals obtained from the EM-based algorithm in Fig. 3 . For comparison, we also apply the models of one lognormal distribution as suggested in [4] and one Weibull distribution in [14] to fit the empirical data. For each fitting, we compute the determination coefficient R 2 , which indicates how good the model fits the empirical data, and display the values in the figures. By comparison, we can see that for each video, the two-lognormal mixture matches the empirical data very well, with the R 2 values very close to one; on the other hand, the models of single lognormal or Weibull distribution do not fit the data well, with much smaller R 2 values.
Note that here we don't claim that the mixture of two lognormals can best fit the inter-seek times in VoD services. In fact, better fitting can be obtained by mixing more lognormal distribution components. However, when more than two lognormals are used, most of the inter-seek times are still falling Finally, we explain how we set the value of the threshold τ in Section 3. For the threshold based classification, the loglikelihood l(τ) can be expressed as
where τ is the threshold and I(·) is an indicator function. For a given video, we find x that satisfies Lg 1 (x) = Lg 2 (x), and let τ = x as the threshold, so as to maximize the log-likelihood l(τ).
Scoring video segments with viewer interests
Based on the EM-based inter-seek time decomposition, in this section, we seek to extract viewers' interests in different parts within a video.
Interest scoring scheme
We consider a video divided into segments. For each segment, say, the kth segment, a numerical score is assigned to indicate the level of the interest that viewers hold for it. We refer to such a score as the segment's interest score, denote as s(k). Higher score suggests higher interest level. Suppose that the video is sequentially divided into M segments, and there are N VCR jump records. For the ith jump, denote its destination segment as p (i) s , and the inter-seek time between it and the next jump as t (i) seconds, then after the jump, a range of the segments from p
e are rendered by the viewer's VoD client, with p
Recall that with the EM-based decomposing algorithm, we can assign each inter-seek time with an interested probability and a noninterested probability. Specifically, for the inter-seek time t (i) , the chances that it is drawn from the interested and from the non-interested inter-seek time distributions (i.e., Lg 1 and Lg 2 ) can be expressed as
with j = 1 or 2 corresponding to the "interested" and "noninterested" probabilities, respectively. We compute the interest score of the kth segment as
where I(·) is an indicator function. In other words, for the k th segment, we consider all the VCR jumps after which the segment is rendered:
e ), then the contribution from the ith jump to segment k's interest score is
, where w 1 and w 2 are two parameters deciding how an interested and a non-interested jump contribute to the score respectively. By summing up all the contributions and normalizing with the total number of the VCR jumps, we can compute the interest score for the segment. One remaining issue is how to set the values for the two parameters, w 1 and w 2 . Recall that in our analysis, an inter-seek time drawn from Lg 1 suggests that the viewer has interest in the content, while from Lg 2 suggests that he doesn't, therefore our principle is: w 1 should be set as positive, while w 2 be negative. For simplicity, in the following part of this paper, we always let w 1 = 1 and w 2 = −1.
Evaluation
We apply the scoring scheme on the five selected videos, and present their segment interest score sequences in Fig. 4 . By comparing the seeking frequencies in Fig. 1 , we can see that the videos' highlight events can be clearly identified from the interest scores. For example, for the gala videos of Gala09 and Gala10, which are composed of a series of programs, peaks and valleys that are corresponding to the popular and unpopular programs can be easily observed on the score sequences in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). To better support our claim, for Gala09 and Gala10, we compare the programs' interest scores with the voting results on the Internet 4) , and compute the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the two: the correlations for Gala09 and Gala10 are 0.928 and 0.873 respectively, suggesting that the interest scores can precisely extract the viewers' interests within the galas. Besides the gala videos, for Soc09 and Soc10, we can also easily identify the peaks that are corresponding to the goal events on the score sequences in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). And for the video of Doc, five steep valleys that are corresponding to the five inserted commercials can be found in Fig. 4 (e). For each video, we then manually bookmark its highlight events. As shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), for the videos of Gala09 and Gala10, we consider a program with its peak interest score higher than the median score of the entire video as a popular program, and place a bookmark at its start position; however, when there are consecutive popular programs, only one bookmark is placed at the first program. With this method, we have placed 13 and 8 bookmarks on the two gala videos. For Soc09 and Soc10, each video has 5 bookmarks placed at the five goal events, as shown in Figs. 4 (c) and 4(d) . Finally, for the documentary video of Doc in Fig. 4 (e) , we place 5 bookmarks at the ends of the five inserted commercials. Note that all the highlight bookmarks in Fig. 4 are manually places with our knowledge of the video contents. In the next section, we will propose a methodology that does not require any knowledge and semantic analysis on the video contents, and bookmarks the videos in an automated way based only on the videos' segment interest score sequences.
Bookmarking algorithm
In this section, we present an algorithm that automatically bookmarks highlight events for various types of videos based on the videos' segment interest score sequences. The algorithm is motivated by the observation that viewers' interests before and after the highlights are changing rapidly (see Fig.  4 ), thus by detecting the abrupt positive changes on the interest scores, we can accurately locate positions of the highlight events and bookmark the videos.
Although the idea is straightforward, however, it is challenging to develop a methodology that is accurate enough with both low false positive and false negative ratios. Note that it is conflicting to achieve the two goals simultaneously. Moreover, the solution should be independent of the video type, and should work without any knowledge and analysis on the video contents.
Since the problem of placing bookmarks based on a video's segment interest score sequence is essentially a problem of detecting changes on data series, in our solution, we incorporate the time-series change detection algorithm of CUSUM developed by Page [11] and the memory-based graph theoretic (MB-GT) algorithm proposed in [12] for this purpose.
Preliminary
Before presenting the algorithm, we first review CUSUM and MB-GT briefly.
CUSUM
In CUSUM, data samples come in a sequence of {s i }. The algorithm employs two control variables, U i and L i , to indicate the changes in the positive and negative directions (i.e., increasing and decreasing trends of the data).
The CUSUM algorithm starts with U 0 = L 0 = 0, and for each new sample s i , U i and L i are updated using the following formula
where k 1 and k 2 are reference parameters that are usually set as above and below the mean of the samples respectively.
After processing each data sample, say s i , the newly updated U i and L i are compared with thresholds. More specifically, given a threshold parameter ζ, if U i ζ, a positive change is detected, and for L i −ζ, a negative one is announced. After sequentially processing all the samples, a number of positive and negative changes will be detected on the sample sequence. Note that CUSUM is very efficient with a time complexity of O(M), with M being the size of the sample sequence.
MB-GT
The MB-GT algorithm is developed to detect if there exists an abrupt change within a given window on the sample sequence. As demonstrated in Fig. 5 , for a sample window as {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s W }, where W is the constant window size, we can use two parameters p (1 < p < W − 1) and q (p + 1 < q < W) to define two sub-windows as {s p , s p+1 , . . . , s q−1 } and {s q , s q+1 , . . . , s W }, and the Euclidean distance between the two sub-windows can be computed as
,
, depending on whether the to-be-detected change is positive or negative. The algorithm exhaustively searches all the feasible (p, q) pairs and find the maximum distance as d max = arg max p,q {d p,q }, and compare d max with a threshold ξ: if d max ξ, MB-GT claims that there exists an abrupt change, and use the corresponding parameter of q as the change position; otherwise, the algorithm announces that no abrupt change is detected within the window.
For exhaustively searching through all the (p, q) pairs, the algorithm's time complexity is O(W 4 ). However, by employing the dynamic programming technique as suggested in [12] , the overhead can be reduced to O(W 2 ).
Algorithm description
With a complexity of O(M), CUSUM is very efficient, and it is proved to be optimal, in term of the detection delay (i.e., the distance between the announced change position and the position that the change actually happens), when the sample distribution parameters before and after the change are already known [16] . However, we find that it is impropriate to run CUSUM directly on a video's segment interest score sequence, because of two reasons: First, as the interest scores fluctuate with the viewers' interests significantly, by directly applying CUSUM on an entire video's score sequence, the algorithm will be influenced by the global characteristics of the interest scores, and may fail to capture the local abrupt changes. Taking the gala type videos as examples, as we can see in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), different programs in a gala have different interest levels. Since there are dozens of programs, the average and variance of the scores from the entire video do not accurately reflect the viewers' normal interest levels and interest dynamics in one particular program, therefore can not be used to detect the significant deviations of the viewers' interests from their normal interest level in this program. Second, although CUSUM is proved to be optimal when the score distributions before and after the changes are pre-specified, however, in our application, it is impossible to know such distributions in advance, and sometimes the changes detected by CUSUM have considerably large delays. To overcome the first problem, we propose to divide the video into partitions, apply CUSUM on each partition independently, and adjust the partitioning in an iterative way. Ide-ally, we would like to divide the video in a way such that each partition contains at most one highlight event. This is because by removing the interferences from the other highlights, the algorithm will be more sensitive to the abrupt changes on the score sequence caused by the local highlight events. For handling the second problem, we incorporate the MB-GT algorithm to repeatedly evaluate and refine the changes detected by CUSUM. Fig. 6 presents a high-level description of our proposed bookmarking algorithm. As shown in the graph, given a video's segment interest score sequence − → S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s M }, we first evenly divide − → S into K partitions, then the algorithm works iteratively to discover the highlight events on the video. During each iteration, there are three steps: the CUSUM step, the MB-GT step, and the checking and repartitioning step. In the CUSUM step, the algorithm independently applies CUSUM on each video partition to detect abrupt positive and negative changes; we use − → r to denote the detected positive changes concatenated from all the partitions, and use − → f to denote all the negative ones. Each change detected by CUSUM is evaluated and refined in the MB-GT step, and we denote the refined positive and negative changes as − → r and − → f respectively. After the CUSUM and MB-GT steps, if at least one abrupt change is newly detected, the algorithm re-partitions − → S based on − → r and − → f , and enters into the next iteration; on the other hand, if no new abrupt change is found, the algorithm returns the currently detected positive changes − → r as the positions for the bookmarks. In the following, we describe the CUSUM step, the MB-GT step and the step of checking and re-partitioning in details. For the parameters of k 1 , k 2 , and ζ in CUSUM, we let k 1 = μ+δ/2 and k 2 = μ−δ/2, where μ and δ are the mean and standard deviation of the interest scores of the segments in the video partition. We let ζ = 3 × δ if not otherwise specified.
The MB-GT step
In this step, we apply the MB-GT algorithm to evaluate and refine the changes − → r and − → f detected by CUSUM. More specifically, for each r ∈ − → r , we construct a window of size W on the sequence − → S , with r as the center of the window, then we apply the MB-GT algorithm to find the segment that introduces the maximum distance d max within the window. If d max is larger than a threshold ξ, we denote the corresponding position q as a new positive change r , and use it to replace r in − → r ; otherwise, we consider that the change within the window is not significant enough, and remove r from − → r . After applying MB-GT upon all the changes in − → r , we can obtain a list of the refined positive changes on − → S , which we denote as − → r . We evaluate the negative changes and obtain a refined change series − → f through a similar approach. For running the MB-GT algorithm, we set the window size W as 200 segments. For the threshold ξ, it is indeed the key parameter that determines the accuracy of the bookmarking results: if ξ is too large, the algorithm is too conservative, and may cause false negative errors; on the other hand, when ξ is too small, the algorithm is too aggressive, and will introduce considerable false positive errors. In Section 6, we will explore the influence of this parameter with experiments.
Checking and re-partitioning
As previously discussed, in our bookmarking algorithm we prefer to divide a video's interest score sequence into partitions, so that each partition encompasses no more than one highlight event. Here we describe our methodology for partitioning the video in the checking and re-partitioning step.
After the CUSUM and MB-GT steps, we compare the detected positive and negative changes − → r and − → f with the ones that are detected in all the previous iterations, denote as − → r prev and − → f prev , to see if any new changes are detected. More specifically, for any r ∈ − → r , if there exists a r prev ∈ − → r prev , such that |r − r prev | 50; or for any f ∈ − → f , there exists a f prev ∈ − → f prev , such that | f − f prev | 50, we say that no new change is detected, and the algorithm returns − → r as the final positions for bookmarking the video. On the other hand, if at least one change is newly detected, we re-partition the video, based on the currently detected change series − → r and − → f , and enter into a new iteration. The video is re-partitioned using the following rules:
1) For the first positive change r 0 in − → r , let f p ∈ − → f be its immediate next negative change, i.e.,
2) Repeat a) Let r q be f p 's immediate next positive change, that is, r q = min{r i |r i > f p , r i ∈ − → r }. If r q could be found, then we partition the video at (r q + f p )/2, and go to Step 2)b); otherwise, we have reached the end of the video, and exit the re-partitioning.
b) Let f p be the immediate next negative change of the positive change r q found in
Step 2)a), i.e.,
If f p can be found, go to Step 2)a); otherwise, we have reached the end of the video, and exit the re-partitioning.
From the description of the re-partitioning rules, we can see that in each algorithm iteration, we partition the video at the mid-position of each pair of consecutive negative and positive changes that is currently detected. By partitioning the video at each "valley" on the interest score sequence, we can avoid including multiple highlight events into one partition (otherwise, the partition will have consecutive negative and positive change pairs, and should be further divided).
We use a part of the interest score sequence on Soc09 to demonstrate the re-partitioning idea. As shown in Fig. 7 , in the initial iteration in which the video is evenly partitioned, as shown in the top figure, the two goals at the 6 566th and 7 190th seconds are included in one partition, and the CUSUM and MB-GT steps only detect one positive change, Fig. 7 An example of re-partitioning which is indeed far away from the second goal. After repartitioning the video at the "valley" at 6 899th second, which is the mid-position of the consecutive negative and positive changes at the 6 650th and 7 149th seconds, we put the two goals into two partitions, and both of them can be detected with much better accuracies, as we can see from the bottom figure in Fig. 7 .
Finally, we claim that our algorithm runs efficiently. Note that in MB-GT, we use the parameter of ξ to filter out the changes that are not significant enough. Since the number of the changes that incur a distance larger than ξ is limited, the algorithm will eventually return with the bookmark positions. In fact in our evaluation, the algorithm runs for at most five iterations.
Evaluation
In this section, we carry out a comprehensive and in-depth evaluation on the methodologies we have proposed for video bookmarking. In our evaluation, we employ both the videos with ground-truth highlight events as listed in Table 1 , and the videos without ground-truths (e.g., movies and TV dramas).
We also investigate the influences of the historical VCR data and the key algorithmic parameters on the bookmarking accuracies.
Evaluation with ground truths
We first use the five selected videos of Gala09, Gala10, Soc09, Soc10, and Doc in our evaluation. We choose the five videos for the reason that all of them have ground-truth highlight events, which enables an objective evaluation.
Methodology and metrics
In our experiments, we evaluate and compare two bookmarking methodologies, both are based on the algorithm we have described in Section 5:
• EM+CUSUM+MB-GT: in this method, we compute the interest scores for the segments in a video, based on differentiating viewers' intentions, using the EM-based algorithm as described in Section 4; we then apply the algorithm that incorporates CUSUM and MB-GT as described in Section 5 on the segment interest score sequence, and detect abrupt changes for bookmarking the video.
• CUSUM+MB-GT: in this approach, we do not differentiate the intentions in viewers' VCR jumps, but use the times that a segment is rendered by the viewers as its interest score (or, equivalently, by letting w 1 = w 2 = 1 in Eq. (1)); then we apply the CUSUM and MB-GT based bookmarking algorithm as described in Section 5 upon the score sequence for bookmarking.
Besides the two methods, for the soccer game videos of Soc09 and Soc10, we also apply the cinematic template [5] and the logo based [9] techniques, and compare them with our bookmarking methods. The cinematic technique exploits the high-level semantics in soccer game videos to detect the goal events, where the detection is based on four semantic rules including 30 ∼ 120 seconds of break duration, occurrence of close-up/out of field shot, existence of slow-motion replay, and the relative position of the replay shot. Note that although proposed ten years ago, this technique is still considered as state-of-the-art for highlighting the soccer game videos [17, 18] .
The logo based technique highlights the most exciting events based on detecting the frames that showing the soccer game's logo (for example, the logo of FIFA) before and after the replay of the event. The logo based approach can be viewed as an extension of the cinematic method.
We compare the bookmarks that are positioned by the automated methods (i.e., "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT", "CUSUM+MB-GT", the cinematic template and the logo based techniques) with the ground-truth highlights in Fig. 4 . For each detected bookmark, if the distance from its nearest ground-truth highlight is shorter than a threshold D, we consider it as a properly positioned bookmark; otherwise, it is referred to as a mis-positioned bookmark. In our evaluation, we let D = 90 seconds. For each automated bookmarking method applied on a video, we use the following metrics to evaluate its accuracy.
• Precision Precision is the ratio between the properly positioned bookmarks divided by all the bookmarks detected by algorithm, i.e., precision = # of properly positioned bookmarks # of all the bookmarks detected by algorithm .
• Recall Recall is the ratio between the properly positioned highlights divided by all the ground-truth bookmarks on the video, i.e., recall = # of properly positioned bookmarks # of ground-truth highlights .
• F-measure F-measure is defined as
Obviously, among the three metrics, precision and recall are indeed related to the false positive and false negative errors respectively, and F-measure provides an overall evaluation on the bookmarking accuracy by combining the two.
In addition to the three metrics, we also consider the mean absolute error (MAE) of the bookmarks. That is, we compute an averaged absolute distance between a detected bookmark and its associated ground-truth highlight event, however, for the case that a bookmark is mis-positioned, and for a highlight event that is missed by the bookmarking algorithm, we consider its erroneous distance as D = 90 seconds in our evaluation.
Bookmarking accuracies
In the first experiment, we apply the bookmarking methods of "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" and "CUSUM+MB-GT" on the five selected videos, and for the soccer game videos of Soc09 and Soc10, we also apply the cinematic and the logo based methods. Table 2 presents the precisions, recalls, F-measures, and MAEs of the bookmarks positioned by different methodologies. Note that for the bookmarking approaches of "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" and "CUSUM+MB-GT", we always let the initial partition number K = 6, and tune the parameter of ξ for the best performances (i.e., with the highest F-measure values). We also tune the cinematic and the logo based methods and present their best bookmarking results in Table 2 .
By examining the results in the table, we can make the following observations: first, the bookmarking techniques of "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" and "CUSUM+MB-GT" are quite accurate. For instance, for the soccer games of Soc09 and Soc10, our methods actually detected same (for Soc09) or more (for Soc10) goals than the cinematic method, although the latter is designed specifically for soccer game videos. For the logo based technique, although the method has very accurate goal detections for Soc09, it has the poorest performance on Soc10. The reason is that in this video, the logo image is overlapped upon the frames instead of replacing them, which makes the logo very difficult to be detected. Besides, all the properly positioned bookmarks of our proposed methodologies are ahead of the goal events, which is necessary for the goal detection in soccer game videos.
Second, we find that the approach of "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" has better accuracies in term of F-measure values than "CUSUM+MB-GT", with the only exception on Soc10. We explain the better performance of "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" with the fact that in this method, we apply the EM-based algorithm to differentiate viewers' intentions in their VCR jumps when computing the segment interest scores, thus by detecting the abrupt changes upon the score sequences, better bookmark accuracies can be obtained. For the videos of Soc09 and Soc10, after carefully examining the bookmarks positioned by "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT", we find that the mis-positioned bookmarks are actually the kick-offs and award ceremony, which can also be considered as the highlight events for a soccer game video (although we only use the goals as the ground-truth highlights). In fact, if we include kick-offs and ceremony as the ground-truth highlight events, then the scheme of "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" will have better accuracies than "CUSUM+MB-GT", regarding both the F-measure values and MAEs.
In conclusion, through evaluation using videos with ground-truth highlights, we can see that our proposed bookmarking technique of "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" can detect the highlights and position the bookmarks with considerable accuracies, and it has superior performances than the "CUSUM+MB-GT" method that does not differentiate viewers' VCR jump intentions; moreover, unlike the semantic methods that can only work for certain specific kind of videos (e.g., soccer videos), our propose technique has a good performance for all the video types.
How long a history is enough?
Unlike the approaches that exploit videos' semantics, our proposed bookmarking technique relies on viewers' historical VCR jump records. In this experiment, we seek to answer the question: how many historical data is enough for accurately positioning the bookmarks?
To answer this question, we apply the "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" method on the videos of Gala09, Gala10, and Doc. We do not select the soccer game videos as they have relatively fewer VCR jump records. In each round of bookmarking, we only use a subset of the sessions from the video's campus VoD trace, and apply the algorithm. The experiment results are presented in Fig. 8 . In these figures, the x-axle is the number of the sessions randomly selected from the VoD trace used for bookmarking, and the two y-axles are the F-measure value and MAE respectively.
From Fig. 8 , we can see that in general, when more historical VCR jump records are employed, bookmarks with better accuracies can be expected, in terms of both higher Fmeasure values and smaller MAEs. Furthermore, by studying the curves in the figures, we can see that the bookmark qualities are improved in two phases: initially, when a moderate amount of the historical data is employed, the bookmarking Table 2 . The observation from this experiment suggests that our bookmarking methodology can achieve considerably high accuracies with only moderate amount of VCR jump records; and the qualities of the bookmarks can be further improved when more VCR data is available. With this "fast start" feature, the method is very suitable for the large-scaled Internet VoD services with huge viewer populations.
Influence of threshold parameter
In our bookmarking algorithm described in Section 5, we use the parameter ξ to evaluate and refine the candidate bookmarks that are detected by CUSUM. In this experiment, we explore the tradeoff between the false positive (in terms of recall) and false negative (in terms of precision) of the bookmarking algorithm introduced by varying the parameter value.
We select the videos of Gala09, Soc09, and Doc, each representing one video type, and apply the "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" method on their segment interest score sequences, but each time we use different ξ values. In particular, we let ξ = σ/x, where σ is the standard deviation of the interest scores for the segments in the window around the candidate bookmark, and x is a variable. Fig. 9 presents the precision, recall, and F-measure of the bookmarking results under various x values. From the figure one can see that when ξ is too large (with small x), the algorithm is too selective with higher precisions, but makes considerable false negative errors and results in lower recalls; on the other hand, when ξ is set too small, the algorithm makes false positive errors, and has low precision values.
Unfortunately, there is no universal optimal setting for the parameter ξ in our bookmarking algorithm. In fact, ξ depends on how viewers' interests on the highlight events deviate from their interest levels on the other parts of the video. For example, for the soccer game and documentary videos, in which viewers' interests on the goals and the commercials are significantly higher and lower than the interests on the ordinary video contents, we have relatively larger ξ values as the optimal. Meanwhile, for the gala video, where the interest scores for highlights and regular programs are not dramatically different, the optimal value for ξ is much smaller. We remark that for highlight event detection approaches based on video semantics analysis, it is also generally infeasible to have an universal parameter setting that is optimal for all the videos.
Evaluation without ground truths
In addition to the five videos with ground-truth highlight events as listed in Table 1 , we also apply our proposed automated bookmarking techniques on the videos without ground truths, and evaluate the bookmark accuracies.
We randomly select 10 videos from the campus VoD traces, and apply the "EM+CUSUM+MB-GT" method on them. The videos include five movies, four TV dramas, and one cartoon. A total number of 72 bookmarks were generated. By manually examining these bookmarks, we find that they cover a wide range of highlight events, including big scenery switches, debuts of the main characters, starts of fighting and funny parts, ends of commercials, etc. Table 5 lists the numbers and distributions of the bookmarks.
As there are no ground-truth highlights in these videos, we evaluate the bookmarks through subjective user tests. For each bookmark, five volunteers were asked to decide whether the bookmark suggests a highlight or not; and for each detected bookmark, it would have 0 to 5 votes, indicating how many volunteers considered it as properly positioned. Fig. 10 shows the votes on the 72 bookmarks. From the figure, we can see that the bookmarks are quite accurate: among the 72 bookmarks, 30 of them have 5 votes, which means everyone consider these bookmarks as properly positioned; in addition, none of the bookmarks has zero vote; if we employ a majority rule by considering a bookmark with over 3 votes as properly positioned, then 66 bookmarks, constituting 91.7% of all the bookmarks generated by our method, are accurately positioned on the videos. 
Related work
Many ideas were proposed to support the VCR functionality under the context of P2P-assisted VoD services in recent years. Zheng et al. [1] considered viewer's VCR pattern, and developed a distributed prefetching scheme for minimizing the expected seeking delay. He et al. [2] mined the associations inside videos, and proposed to predict and prefetch the requested contents in future VCR jumps based on peers' VCR information collected from a gossip protocol. Xu et al. [3] mined viewers' access patterns in VoD services, and developed a personalized prefetching scheme based on collaborative filtering. Although these methods are proved to be able to predict viewers' future jumps to some extent, however, as we have seen in this paper, since viewers have different intentions in making VCR jumps, and most of the jumps do not necessarily lead to attractive contents, it is fundamentally difficult to improve a viewer's overall VCR service experience by passively predicting his future jumps.
Automated event detection technique based on semantic analysis has been a hot topic in the area of video technology for years. Ekin et al. [5] proposed a cinematic template technique for detecting highlights in soccer game videos. Eldib et al. [9] summarizes the soccer game highlights by detecting the logo image appearing before and after the events. Tong et al. [7] exploited replay scenes to identify and locate highlights in sport videos. Zhu et al. [19] analyzed the human behaviors for ranking the highlight segments extracted from racket game videos. Xu et al. [6] exploited the webcast texts and combined with the video structure analysis to detect the highlight event moments and moment boundaries in sport game videos. Although these techniques are effective in detecting the highlight events in certain types of videos, like sport videos, they can not be applied to videos of other types. On the other hand, our proposed technique is applicable for a wide-range of video types.
Besides the semantic analysis based approaches, some recent studies propose to capture viewers' physiological signals for highlight detection. In [20] , five signals (electrodermal activity, heart rate, blood volume pulse, respiration rate, and respiration amplitude) are measured from the viewers to generate the video highlight summaries. Joho et al. [21] used web cameras to capture the facial activities of the viewers for detecting the video highlight events. Our approach, however, does not require any physiological signal capturing sensors, but exploits the viewers' VCR behavior data that is already recorded in most existing VoD systems to infer their intentions in the VCR jumps, therefore is more applicable for large scale Internet VoD services.
Some recent studies are focusing on analyzing and understanding key characteristics of the viewers' behaviors in IPTV and on-demand streaming media systems. Chang et al. [22] reported that viewers' inter-arrival times could be modeled with a mixture of two exponential distributions. While in [14] , Garcia et al. proposed to use two exponential distributions to estimate a viewer's total watching length in a video, and how the two distributions are mixed depends on the viewer's interest level; they also reported that viewers' inter-seek times can be modeled with a Weibull distribution. Brampton et al. [4] suggested that the inter-seek times follow a lognormal distribution, and through a controlled experiment, they showed that with manually positioned bookmarks, viewer will have a much better service experience. Our work differs from these studies in that we propose to use mixtures of two lognormal distributions to fit the empirical inter-seek times, moreover, we present a bookmarking algorithm that accurately positions bookmarks on various types of videos with high accuracies.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an automated bookmarking methodology that extracts viewers' interests from their historical VCR behaviors, and positions bookmarks on videos for supporting the VCR functionality in VoD services. By analyzing traces from a real-world VoD service, we first showed that it is fundamentally difficult to improve a viewer's VCR experience without understanding his intentions in making the VCR jumps. We differentiated viewers' intentions in VCR jumps by decomposing the inter-seek times, using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, and extracted viewers' interests within a video by computing an interest score for each video segment. Based on the interest scores, we proposed a bookmarking algorithm that incorporates the time-series change detection techniques of CUSUM and MB-GT, and bookmark the videos by detecting the abrupt changes on the videos' segment interest score sequences. Finally, we evaluated our proposed techniques with VCR traces of various types of videos. Experimental evaluations suggest that our proposed automated bookmarking methodology can be used to improve the viewers' VCR service experiences effectively. 
